
Our Product
Chivalry- World’s first multi-dimensional

watch
Introducing the most innovative and revolutionary watch- Chivalry
that has ever been heard of or launched in the watch industry! With
groundbreaking technology and cutting-edge design, Chivalry is like
nothing you've ever seen. It's the perfect blend of form and
function, offering unparalleled performance and style that will set a
new standard in the watch market. Be prepared to experience a
new level of excellence with this game-changing watch that fits
every style, outfit, & apparel- offering new transformation to the
wearer every time.

Chivalry is the world’s first fully detachable four-dimensional watch
with impeccable elements. This automatic mechanical watch can
be disassembled into several variations by quick-release bezel,
crown, buckle, and strap. One can get a completely new look
without using tools in just 30 seconds.

Our unique and original watch is crafted with care and precision,
featuring multiple production lines that ensure each detail deserves
attention. With its unique design and quality craftsmanship, this
watch will make a statement and become a cherished addition to
your collection.

Chivalry - the epitome of sophistication and style in a timeless
timepiece.(in image)

The "Chivalry" watch is a timeless and elegant timepiece that
exudes class and sophistication, featuring a sleek design and
high-quality materials built to last.



Chivalry Key Features
1. Movement: Citizen Miyota 8215
2. Thickness: 13mm
3. Strap fabric: Quick Release Fluororubber Strap
4. Mechanism: Japanese movement
5. Case Material: 6 watches with 316L stainless steel cases &

one with carbon fiber case.
6. Return & refund policy: Two-year warranty
7. Glass details: Sapphire crystal of 9 Mohs level hardness
8. Power reserve: 40 hours
9. Vibrations per hour: Vibration frequency 21600
10. Winding: Automatic
11. AR coating: iP plating (lumiNova- Swiss Class A Super

luminous)

Colors: Made to impress
While regular watches offer 2 to 3 basic color options, the Chivalry
has many colors. The palette is filled with 7 stunning watches, from
two-tone combinations to single ones. Specifically, red-silver,
yellow-black, orange-silver, black-grey, blue-grey, & copper-black
comes under two-toned watch colors, and another is black with a
black carbon fiber case.

The Bezel:�e Most Versatile Ring
This brilliant watch is ready to travel with a hand-polished 316L
stainless steel & carbon fiber. Utilizing Super-LumiNova GLC3 Swiss
super luminous on the hour markers and hands illuminate the
mesmerizing dials. The Lume is non-radioactive, REACH
compatible, high temperature resistant, and resistant to
environmental influences.



The Movement:�e Real Mechanisms
The Chivalry adopts a fully 21 jewels automatic movement- MIYOTA
8215. The watch is more accurate in timekeeping and operates at
21,600hz. Power reserves also rest at 40 hours. Breaking the
traditional division of time, we’ve created the concept of 4 equal
parts of time for the first time in the watch industry.

The Strap: Holding Everything Tight
The Chivalry quick-release strap is made of high-quality fluoro
rubber, anti-odor, and anti-corrosion, with gentle tear-resistant
properties on the skin. The wristband's ergonomic design
incorporates human engineering, thus greatly improving the watch's
comfort. Plus, the user can wear it for longer periods without
discomfort or uneasiness.

The Case: Reflecting Everything Clearly
Our watch case differs from the ordinary. At a width of 47.1mm, we
believe it’s a perfect size that looks stunning on every wrist size.
The hand-polished 316L stainless steel offers an exceptionally
high-quality stainless case that fits perfectly with the watch’s
design.

The Glass: Taking the Hardest Hits
The Chivalry glass is made up of high-grade sapphire glass, which
is 9 on the Mohs scale, being nearly unscratchable. Coated with Ion
Plating or IP, glass delivers a durable finish and adds a protective
layer to the surface. This further protects against scratches and
everyday wear and tear.

Handling water pressures lightly
5ATM water resistance is sufficient to handle showers and rainfall
and perform light water-based activities. To feel the watch still



running without fear in the running water is the embodiment of our
craftsmanship and technology and the charm of our pursuit of
high-quality watches!


